
TIPS/PIPS 
For meeting 8/29 

Review of 8/22 discussion 

Admission 

* Best go 'equal-chance-of-being-chosen' system. Cf MN open 
enrollment system. 

* First come/first served less attractive 
* i;~eed some answer to the "v.Jho gets in?" question, 

independent of the decision on whether the school can have 
an 'affinity' or not. 

~ffinitv <continued) 

* ~ate movement in public schools toward 'particularism' 
* Still a division within our group on this issue as regards 

new schools. . between (a) "let 'em declar·2 themselves a 
public school and get public money; but then check to make 
sure they perform" and (b) "make sure they're not KKK 
before they can enroll kids; make 'em accountable to some 
public body, even if not the local district". 

Financinq: Operating 

* Probably can fit these new schools/sponsors right into 
existing mechanism for open enrollment. Note that in post
secondary prograrn ·tl1e state is now pay"ing a non-district 
'sponsor' for K-12 education. 

* RW to check whether state can/does pay school directly 
under HSGI. 

* Chapter 1 another precedent. 
* Inconclusive discussion whether state should pay more or 

pay less for kids enrolling one kind of kids vs another. 

Financing: Start-up 

* Could provide an early flow of funds by ~aking first 
payment to the new school/sponsor at time it enrolls the 
kids • . eg April, before school-start in September. 

* Could have school/sponsor borrow; repaying from earnings 
once the school goes into operation. Would then have to be 
sure cif ferent schools/sponsors equally able to get loans 
for these up-front expenses. Some now have more/less 
capacity than others. 

* RW to check whether ECSU loan program might be avail~ble 
for this purpose. 

* Could sponsccs advance money to their schools . be the 
banker, in effect? 

* Should/could there be a separate, new state fund ta advance 
this money? Leans, or grants? 

* Some money of this sort comes from gambling receipts. 



Size 

* No particular feeling to require/exclude any size. Or 
focus. Strong feeling best to let school/sponsor make that 
decision. 

Personnel 

* Discussion, some disagreement, whether (a) leave this to 
school/sponsor or Cb) lock them into requirement that all 
teachers be certificated. 

*Note, importantly: (b) would present problem for some 
schools/sponsors from communities with fewer resources. 

* Existing contract schools not now held to strict 
certification. 

* Again, post-secondary is a precedent: 1-<ids using a public 
school program where teachers not 'licensed'. 

* Could follow rule in hospital field and say 'care' must be 
"under the supervision of a licensed professional". Leave 
it to them to decide how to organize/differentiate the 
staff. 

Facilities 

* Clear feeling to let school/sponsor go into whatever space 
available. No exclude public school building; but as 
practical matter figure that less likely to be available to 
non-district school. 

* Discussion about urinal requirements led to discussion 
about fundamental question: Should this become an exercise 
in replicating the traditional public school? If we're not 
careful we'll end up with something with no real chance to 
be different. Let it be different: Nobody will have to go 
there. 

Evaluation/assessment 

* This got tied up in the broader discussion about the shift 
to 'outcomes' measures in the state. Some concern net to 
let the time-schedule for that limit the time-schedule for 
the new schools. 

* Real interest in having new/better measures. 
* Positive reaction to tying into MN solution for evaluation 

of home-school: evaluated by local superintendent, and 
have to meet any test s/he's willing to impose on own 
students. 

* Maybe let school/sponsor come up with its own evaluation: 
say what test it is willing to meet. Might get some good 
new ideas about evaluation that way. 

Instruction/Curriculum 

* Solved, if outcomes and evaluation-requirements in place. 


